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May 14, 1935) 1-It is well known that the distribution of the zeros of the Riemann zeta-function ? ( s ) = S i (s = a + it) n -1 p lays a fundamental part in the theory of prime numbers. It was con jectured by Riemann that all the complex zeros of ( ) he on the line a = i, but this hypothesis has never been proved or disproved. It is therefore natural to enquire how far the hypothesis is supported by numerical calculations.
The most extensive calculations of this kindf have been undertaken by Gram, Backlund, and Hutchinson. | The final result obtained by Hutchinson is that £ (5 ) has 138 zeros on o = f between t -300, and no other zeros between these values of t.
The method of all these authors seems to be substantially the same. (Rfc satisfying certain inequalities), which, with suitable values of n and k, can be used to obtain arbitrarily close approximations to £ (5 ) in the critical strip. The calculations which it demands are very laborious if t is at all large. There is, however, another formula available. The well-known approxi mate functional equation of Hardy and Littlewood is 1 + x (-y) ^ -~g -f-o (x-*) 4-o C r -1 1/|w ), where 2nxy = |t|, and x (^) = r (4 -^) / r (^5 ). If = each is equal to (|f|/27c)s, so that for large t there are only O (\/t) terms to be calculated. But the method has another advantage. It has recently been found that certain cases of the formula were known to Riemann, and that he obtained an asymptotic series instead of the above O-terms. The series proceeds in powers of t~K and the coefficients are trigono metrical functions, and so are suitable for calculation. Since the series is asymptotic and (presumably) not convergent, the degree of approxi mation obtainable for a particular t depends on the constants involved. I find that by taking the first term of the asymptotic series (of order t~l on c t = J)explicitly, and finding an upper bound for the remainder, we obtain a sufficiently close approximation for the purpose of show ing that the zeros lie on a = now carried them as far as t = 390, and find that all the point lie on a = i . 1.1-The paper is in three parts. In the first, the approximate formulae for K C?) are proved. There is no new principle here; but approximations which are familiar in the ordinary O-form have to be obtained with actual constants. In the second part the results of the calculations are described. I then conclude with some further theoretical considerations on the problem of the zeros.
The following notations are used in § § 2-9. We write as usual s = a -f-it, and always take t> 0. We put
The various contours used are denoted by T, Tlt ..., and the integrals by J, Ji, ...» Ki, ..., L1? .... The complex variable of integration is w = u + iv, and X = | w -i v \ |. The function r (w) is d and 4* = ^ (a> 0 is used temporarily in this section.
We write
By <ol9 o)2, ..., we denote remainder terms in asymptotic formulae for the T-function.
We write / ( t) = / (*/ 2n) = K ( i + ), / ( t) being real for real t ; also
Also oc" = a" ( t) = cos 2n -log v).
2-We begin with some lemmas, which are familiar enough, but which contain a useful statement of inequalities which we shall use. Lemma y-
-a -it + log + " •> where < 720otf2 * We have log T (cr + ft) sa (a -f-it -4) log (a 4 ft) 
Since log (1 + <72/f2) ^ a2//2, t arc tan (a/f) sS cr, we obtain log | r (a + if) | ^ t + (a -log + log |r (a + 1*01 < 1 *04 (2n)i e -K By Lemma $ + t arc tan --a + \log 2 + co2, where where^ f2 12 t360f2 < 0-039 < log 1 04. 1 f00 IVs""1 g~~mw dw
where C is a loop coming from infinity on the positive real axis, encircling the origin in the positive direction, but excluding the poles of the inte grand, and returning to infinity; and C' is a similar contour including the first m poles of the integrand on each side of the real axis ; and where am (-w) increases fromnt o round formula holds for all values of s except 5= 1 .
We next deform the contour C' as follows. Take the contour from infinity along the straight line v = u --4y) as far as v = -(2m 4-1) tc ; and then along = -(2m 4-1) back to infinity. Since this might pass through a pole, we have to make a further deformation. The part of the contour outside the half-strip v > 0, | u | <; ^7 i is left as it is. We cross the half-strip along whichever of the lines v -2 n ( y 'r ± i ) is further from any of the lines v = where r is an integer, and join up along or as the case may be.
To make the argument definite, suppose that V T + i is farther from an integer than V'T -
The contour, T say, then consists of nine parts, r x to r 9, which are the straight lines joining the following points:-oo e*in, it; -j-y ) t * e iiir, iv\
and put
the integrands in Ll9 L2, and L3 being the same, and r '7 being T7 continued to infinity. Thus
The main term is I*. Let L be a straight line parallel to inter secting the imaginary axis between 0 and 2ni. Then, as in Siegel's paper referred to above,
Hence, putting a = 2 (\Zt -m),
We therefore write
On r 2, (X /yj)3 l i t ,s o that we also have and 11 -e~w | ^ 1 -e~K Hence l l^ e*"* f00 i t (X/tq)8 4 -1 1 -g 1 V q
The same inequality holds for K6. Next consider K 3. Here X ^ n /\/2 , so that
Denote the denominator on the right-hand side by ^ (or, t). The same result holds for K 4. Next consider K5. We have the same inequality for r (w) as in the previous case. Also w = -\n + iv, so that Hence \h -
(1 _ e -***)Jvv* (f T )2)*-*' (1 -e -w) We have mv\ ^ t ; and, if t^
Finally, on T9, Hence the right-hand side of (4.6) must be multiplied by 2.
In J7, 7)2 -tjX^/2 + X2 ^ t]2 if X ^ y] s/2. The part for which this holds gives the same upper bound as before, multiplied by 2*<r-4. In the remainder, (>)2 -VJXV2 + X2)**-* ^ X* " 1 ^ X, and we get an additional term
, and (2m + 1) n in (4.9) has to be replaced by this. If u > (2m + 1) 7r, then | w| < y2w, and we get an additiona In the applications the factor multiplying g ( t) can be replaced by unity, with negligible error. The last three terms on the right-hand side of (6.2) are also quite negligible.
7-Let rn be the point where k = %n -1. Th right-hand side of (6.1) is m 2 (-l)n S V~5 COS (27TTn log v) , V=1
and the sum begins with 1, and shows a general tendency to be positive. This suggests that / ( tJ and f ( r n+1) will generally have opposite signs, and so that the interval (t", tm +1) will contain a zero of C ( i + 2twt). This phenomenon is referred to by Hutchinson as Gram's law. It is known that the law is not universally valid, but it is true as far as the calculations go, with very few exceptions, and the verification of the Riemann hypothesis consists in the main of a verification of Gram's law. The object of the calculations is to determine the sign o f/(ir) at con venient points near to the points tm . For this purpose a table was con structed as follows. By Lemma K , .., were found by trial, and then it soon becomes possible to write down sufficiently accurate values in succession by noticing the behaviour of the differences; t has exactly the value given in the first column, and k (which will not be exactly half an integer) is calculated to four decimal places. The result is given in the second column.
The values of a" = a" (t) = v~* cos t log v), to three decimal places, are given in succeeding columns. To calculate the cosines, a table of cos 2 t z x was made giving four decimal places at intervals of 0-0001. This was made by finding the values to five decimal places at intervals of 0-001 from a standard table in degrees, etc., and then inserting the other values by linear interpolation, using a machine. This seems to be sufficiently accurate for the purpose in hand. The a" can be calculated quite quickly by using this table and a machine.
To calculate g ( t), let y 'r = m + £, where 0 g(T) = ( -l)m_1 T-i h (£) ( see 1.1). Clearly (£) = short table of h (£) for 0 ^ \ ^ \was made, showing that h (£) d steadily from 0-924 to 0-383. In calculating g ( t) I also used MilneThomson's " Standard Table of Square Roots."
The main table was carried from t = 1-6, where k = -0 -4865, to t = 62-785, where k -98-5010; but it is only for t > 8 that the above analysis applies. Sufficiently small error terms could, no doubt, be obtained by this method for some of the values of t less than 8, but it is not clear how to do this in all cases, and for some of the early values we should have to use another method. The upper bound for the remainder is not tabulated, since it is steadily decreasing, and to determine the sign of / ( t) it is only neces sary to calculate it for occasional values of t.
The values x = 8-25 to 10*05 are the first five to which Theorem 2 applies. The total 0*478 for t = 9*62 is a good deal the smallest in absolute value in this part of the table. I find 0 • 33 as an upper bound for the remainder at this point, so that/ ( t) is certainly positive.
The first doubtful point is t = 17*69. Here the value obtained for Ea" has the " wrong " sign. The value obtained for the total is negative, but is smaller in absolute value than the upper bound for the remainder, viz., 0*182. The sign of/ (t) is therefore not determined. An additional point 17*73 is therefore considered, and here / ( t) is certainly negative. Hence there are two zeros between r 17*34 A similar state of affairs is found at t = 27*04, and at 29*44 the remainder is less than 0*113.
The point t = 32 *06 corresponds to the first entry in the table on p. 60 of Hutchinson's paper. The value of C (y") given by Hutchinson corresponds to (-l)fc times the " to ta l" obtained here, where k is the nearest integer to 2 k . In every case there is a reasonably good a between the results.
At t = 4 4 * 5 9 ,/ ( t) actually has the " wrong " sign, the remainder here being less than 0*08. At t = 45*00, however,/ ( t) is positive, so that the expected number of zeros is found. This is the first point noticed by Hutchinson at which " Gram's law " fails.
The next point which he notices is 47*04; but here the present method fails to determine the sign o f f( t). H ow e so that the expected zeros are found.
The remainder of the table is chiefly remarkable for its regularity. The only other point where f(r) may possibly have the wrong sign is t = 62*3; and f ( 62 *35) is negative, so that the zeros are found as u Most of the calculations have not been verified, but the agreement with Hutchinson seems to suggest that they are fairly accurate. Actually the behaviour of a" ( t), for a fixed v, as r increases, makes it easy to detect a gross error. The term oc" first appears when x = v2, and here, by (7.1), Apart from a few minor terms, it is at its greatest when = the case already considered.
We therefore conclude that This, however, is the lower bound obtainedf for the number of real zeros of/ (t) for 0 < t < 62*06. Hence K has 195 zeros on = between 1 = 0 and t = 27c x 62*06, and no other zero between these value 10-So far as the above calculations go, the method of separating the zeros of K( ■ £• ~b i t )b y means of the points tn = 2nr pletely successful. We find that (-1)"/ ( tw ) is positive for all values of n up to n = 199 with at most three exceptions, and that in these cases S (i -b i t )h as a zero only just outside the usual interval (tn, tn+1). Nevertheless, this process cannot go on in the same way indefinitely. We shall now show not merely that (-1)"/ ( t") cannot be positive for all values of n (which the calculations have already shown), but that it cannot be positive for all sufficiently large values of n.
The proof consists mainly of a combination of known theorems on K(s). But it is knownf that, on the Riemann hypothesis, R (0 < -(log ty for arbitrarily large values of t, c being an absolute constant; and the possible existence of a finite number of complex zeros of K (?) not on = i does not invalidate this result. The hypothesis that (-1 (tv) is ultimately positive is therefore untenable.
It can be proved in the same way that, if cn is the «th zero of £ + it), then ( cn -tn)/(tn+1 -tn) is unbounded; for if it is bounded we again deduce that N" (t) -M (t) is bounded.
11-The occurrence of so many zeros o f / ( j ) o n a = | might be claimed as an argument in favour of the Riemann hypothesis, but I think that a closer examination of the situation shows that it is not a very strong argument. The calculations show that departures from " Gram 's law," that the numbers cn and tn interlace, are very slow in occurring; and yet arbitrarily wide departures from this law, in the sense of the remark at the end of the last section, must ultimately occur. A still wider departure from regularity such as would be needed to produce a zero off = might well be still more remote.
There are relations between the numbers cos ( log v) which have a certain influence in making (-1 )nf(tn) positive. F and are independent, Apparently such relations succeed in preserving " Gram's law " so long as the series S v-^ cos (t log v) does not contain too many terms, but exceptions ultimately occur. The calculations do not suggest any reason why exceptions to " Riemann's law," that the zeros lie on cr = ^, should not ultimately occur too.
Summary
An approximate formula for the Riemann zeta-function in the critical strip is obtained in a form suitable for calculation. It is used to show that the first 195 zeros in the upper half-plane lie on the critical line. The problem of the zeros is also investigated theoretically.
